
 

 

LET’S KNOW THE CHARACTERS! 
- By Mrs Ragendu Rajendran 

(SUPPLEMENTARY READING MATERIAL FOR LESSON 1 –  

LOST AND FOUND) 
 

You have just learned the lesson Lost and Found, which 

tells the story of how Olly Owl finds a lost egg and how 

he returns it to its rightful owner. The story has many 

characters in it, each of them throws light on the 

qualities that one must and must not possess. Let us see 

what each character of the story tells us. 

Let's begin with the main character of the story, which 

is Olly Owl. Olly Owl is not only intelligent, but is also 

wise. Olly Owl shows us the difference between being 

intelligent and being wise. That is, intelligence is having 

knowledge about everything and wisdom is knowing how 

to use this knowledge in the right manner. Olly Owl 

calmly and wisely solves the problem of the lost egg, by 

listening patiently to the demands of the other animals 

and by rectifying their mistakes.  

Our next character, Mandy Mole, teaches us that 

speaking without thinking makes us look silly in the eyes 

of others. Mandy Mole demands ownership of the egg 

forgetting the fact that moles don't lay eggs.  

Tammy Toad is truly an example of the proverb which 

says that “A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.” 
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Tammy Toad surely knows that toads do lay eggs, but 

is not wise enough to realise that toad eggs are not as 

large as the egg found by Olly Owl.  

The character of Barry Badger is shown to be quite the 

opposite of all the other characters. He is shown to be 

greedy and selfish. Barry Badger clearly shows us that, 

when greed and selfishness enter our mind, our 

intellect and wisdom stop functioning.  

The last character of our story, Erma Eagle, appears 

only for a little while in the story, but gives a very clear 

picture of motherly love and care. Erma Eagle shows us 

that a mother may be harsh and cold towards others, 

but when she sees her child, she becomes soft, kind and 

loving. Within a very short time span, Erma Eagle shows 

us a mother’s love and care, how a mother gets worried 

on losing her child, a mother’s happiness on seeing her 

child, how a mother protects her child from every 

danger and how a mother strives to solve every problem 

that comes in the life of her child. 

Hope you enjoyed reading the story of our Olly Owl, 

Mandy Mole, Tammy Toad, Barry Badger and Erma 

Eagle! 
****************************************** 

LET’S LEARN !! 

*rightful- having the right to something *throws light on – explains *possess- have as belonging 
*rectifying- correcting   *intellect- ability of thinking and understanding 
*functioning- working   *cold- not having emotions *strives- try hard 


